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Unfortunately,!the!reforms!enacted!after!the!“lost!decade”!of!the!1980s,!did!not!deliver!the!expected!results.!The!region!suffered!from!lackluster!economic!performance!that!by!the!turn!of!21st!century!had!led!to!stagnation,!low!productivity!growth,!and!unacceptable!social!consequences!as!state]sponsored!social!services!were!cut!to!large!sectors!of!society.!!Moreover,!Paus!(2009)!points!out!that!these!reform!efforts!also!left!the!region!in!the!“middle!income!trap”!where!wages!are!too!high!to!compete!with!low!cost!labor!nations!and!productivity!is!too!low!compared!to!other!industrialized!nations,!rendering!regional!firms!unable!to!compete!in!high!skill!industries.!As!a!result,!much!of!the!region!continues!to!rely!heavily!on!natural!resource!endowments!as!a!main!source!of!competitive!advantage.**Having!realized!that!many!of!the!neoliberal!structural!reforms!were!necessary!but!not!sufficient!for!economic!development,!leaders!in!the!21st!century!have!turned!to!new!sets!of!reforms!in!order!to!correct!for!the!injustices!and!failings!of!the!Washington!Consensus1!(Robinson,!2008).!!In!general,!this!second!round!of!reform!targeted!the!reestablishment!of!minimal!social!safety!nets,!increased!efforts!to!create!transparent!institutions!providing!“good!governance”,!and!fostered!the!opening!of!capital!and!labor!markets!to!further!integrate!the!region!into!the!global!economic!system!(Robinson,!2004).!!While!not!a!whole]hearted!rejection!of!neoliberal!principles,!the!latest!reforms!attempt!to!correct!the!problems!in!the!orthodox!recommendations!of!the!Washington!Consensus.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!The Washington Consensus refers to the ten economic prescriptions given out by 
multilateral financial institutions, in particular the World Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund, which promoted market fundamentalism and neoliberal fiscal policies in 
response to financial crises in the 1980s. Latin American analysts have been particularly 








changing!market!conditions!thereby!guaranteeing!necessary!economic!growth.!Some scholars have even argued that China was able to avoid certain economic mistakes 
when designing these reforms by observing the Latin American financial crises in the 
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also!able!to!collect!data!during!a!visit!to!Salvador,!Bahia.!For!reference,!a!map!showing!these!locations!is!shown!in!Appendix!A.!!! In!selecting!participants!for!the!interviews,!I!decided!to!include!people!who!had!direct!knowledge!of!interactions!between!their!firms!and!Chinese!partners,!without!privileging!any!particular!hierarchical!position.!On!the!advice!I!received!from!various!informants!during!a!previous!fact!finding!trip!to!South!America!in!November!2011,!I!did!not!focus!solely!on!any!one!industry!or!type!of!organization,!but!rather!sought!to!include!informants!from!various!industries!and!organizations!and!attempted!to!get!a!broader!view!of!the!nature!of!newer!business!with!China.!As!well,!after!reviewing!the!available!literature,!I!came!to!the!conclusion!that!there!was!simply!not!enough!extant!research!to!make!an!informed!decision!about!excluding!a!priori!any!particular!industry!or!group.! !!! Because!of!the!exploratory!nature!of!the!project,!I!chose!to!conduct!semi]structured!interviews.!These!kinds!of!interviews!may!“provide!better!access!to!interviewees’!views,!interpretations!of!events,!understandings,!experiences!and!opinions”!(Byrne,!2004).!I!conducted!all!but!two!of!the!interviews!face]to]face,!whether!physically!present!or!mediated!by!technology!such!as!SkypeTM.!!I!felt!this!was!important!in!order!to!be!able!to!interact!with!participants!and!delve!deeper!into!the!details!of!their!answers,!for!instance,!when!some!participants!characterized!the!Chinese!as!“difficult!to!work!with”,!I!was!able!to!probe!into!the!details!of!such!instances!and!explore!the!nuances!between!different!events!and!factors!that!led!them!to!such!assertions.!Additionally,!other!researchers!have!noted!the!importance!of!context!and!paralinguistic!elements!in!Latin!American!communication!styles,!
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which!makes!direct!interaction!desirable!(Jones,!2004).!!Sample!questions!used!to!start!the!interviews!appear!in!Appendix!B.*
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fruition!is!that!the!differences!between!the!participants’!expectations,!derived!from!the!norms!of!their!different!business!systems,!have!impeded!any!possible!progress.!The!resulting!negative!experiences!have!led!to!pessimistic!appraisals!of!both!future!opportunities!and!China’s!role!in!Brazil’s!economy.!While!I!had!only!had!the!opportunity!to!interview!one!person!who!had!failed,!I!am!quite!certain!that!there!are!other!firms!who!have!had!similar!experiences!based!on!field!observations!at!the!trade!show!which!I!will!share!after!talking!about!Firm!C.!!! While!in!Bahia,!I!had!the!opportunity!to!interview!Firm!C,!an!entrepreneur!who!expressed!immense!frustrations!in!his!attempts!to!create!deals!with!a!Chinese!partner.!He!had!tried!on!several!occasions!at!trade!shows!to!find!a!new!source!in!China!to!import!bulk!quantities!of!the!metal!bars!and!sheets!that!the!company!custom!cuts!for!the!construction!industry.!In!this!case,!the!attempt!to!establish!relationships!was!thwarted!by!seemingly!very!different!ways!of!beginning!the!relationship.!As!he!summarized!the!case,!‘Ficou!impossîvel!fazer!o!negócio.!O!senhor!da!China!só!tinha!um!catálogo!no!stand,!mas!ele!queria!uma!ordem!de!imediato!sem!mostrar8me!uma!amostra!nem!me!dar!os!preços!exatos.’!!‘It!became!impossible!to!do!any!business.!The!gentleman!from!China!only!had!a!catalogue!at!the!booth!but!he!wanted!an!order!right!away!without!showing!me!a!sample!or!even!giving!me!exact!prices.’!! 8 Business!Owner,!Firm!C!!!In!this!case,!the!acceptable!ways!of!even!getting!a!relationship!established!were!too!difficult!for!the!participants!to!overcome!despite!the!possible!economic!benefit.!The!idea!of!placing!an!order!without!having!handled!the!merchandise!or!receiving!a!firm!price!list,!both!of!which!would!be!standard!procedure!between!Brazilian!companies,!
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was!unfamiliar!and!frustrating!enough!to!derail!the!potential!deal.!While!this!is!a!single!data!point,!and!reflects!my!sampling!strategy!of!searching!for!firms!doing!business!with!China,!I!have!included!the!category!to!illustrate!an!example!of!unrealized!potential.!!!! I!witnessed!similar!instances!of!differing!expectations!about!how!to!start!business!deals!while!visiting!the!trade!shows!in!São!Paulo.!For!instance,!Brazilian!participants!expressed!frustration!at!the!lack!of!“sincerity”!when!I!attended!the!EnerSolar+!Green!Energy!show.!Given!Chinese!dominance!in!the!manufacture!of!certain!renewable!energy!components,!such!as!solar!panels,!there!were!numerous!Chinese!companies!at!the!show!and!a!constant!stream!of!Brazilian!business!owners!who!were!trying!to!meet!them.!As!it!turned!out,!“trying”!was!about!as!much!as!many!of!these!interactions!achieved.!!! There!was!obvious!intent!among!Brazilians!to!build!connections.!As!China!was!the!featured!country!of!the!show,!the!entrance!was!decorated!in!Chinese!motifs!like!lion!statues!on!each!side!of!the!doorway.!There!was!Chinese!music!playing!softly!at!the!entrance.!Some!of!the!Chinese!company!booths!had!large!signs!draped!across!that!back!that!had!phrases!like!“Looking!for!a!Partner”,!though!most!of!these!were!in!English!rather!than!Portuguese.!In!the!middle!of!the!exposition!hall!there!was!a!red!and!gold!pavilion!to!showcase!China’s!accomplishments!in!renewable!technology!and!its!considerable!product!offerings!in!solar!power.!!! Despite!these!efforts,!most!of!the!interactions!were!fraught!with!difficulty.!To!the!Brazilians!in!attendance,!it!seemed!that!the!Chinese!had!only!come!to!São!Paulo!with!the!intention!of!gathering!business!cards.!In!many!booths,!there!was!only!a!
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young!woman!in!business!attire!with!a!shoebox!whose!cover!had!a!slot!cut!in!it.!Upon!approaching!the!booth,!these!young!ladies!would!indicate!that!one!should!drop!the!card!in!the!box!and!then!gesture!at!some!available!brochures!for!their!products.!Having!heard!of!this!tactic!during!an!interview,!I!decided!to!drop!my!card!into!one!to!see!what!would!happen.!Within!a!week!I!received!an!email!offering!products!at!promotional!prices.!Other!messages!with!offers!and!product!availability!for!shipment!came!weekly!for!about!a!month!and!then!stopped.!!!! While!leaving!this!particular!trade!show,!I!was!with!some!Brazilians!attendees!in!a!shuttle!bus!from!the!exposition!center!back!to!the!nearest!subway!station.!Two!businesspeople!in!the!shuttle!were!talking!about!their!impressions!of!the!show,!and!one!of!them!summed!it!with!the!comment,!!“Nunca!falei!tanto!inglês!na!minha!vida!…!!thank!you,!thank!you!e!sorry,!sorry”!!“I!have!never!spoken!so!much!English!in!my!life….!thank!you,!thank!you!and!sorry,!sorry”.!!! 8 Attendee,!EnerSolar+!Show!!! The!participant!was!clearly!annoyed!that!the!Chinese!had!not!come!to!do!‘serious’!business!or!make!contacts.!He!had!hoped!to!gather!more!information!and!ask!questions!about!the!products,!but!in!addition!to!language!issues,!many!of!the!people!in!the!booth!did!not!seem!prepared!to!answer!in!depth!technical!questions!or!to!conduct!sales!negotiations.!The!overall!purpose!of!meeting!vendors!at!the!trade!show!may!have!been!the!same!for!both!groups!i.e.,!to!gather!information!and!create!a!list!of!potential!partners,!but!from!the!Brazilian!perspective!there!were!clearly!
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expectations!about!the!appropriate!methods!used!in!the!exposition!center!and!what!they!should!be!able!to!accomplish!while!attending!the!event.!!! This!first!group!represents!the!segment!of!the!economy!that!has!had!the!least!success!participating!in!the!process!of!BRICS!integration.!They!demonstrate!the!possible!complexities!of!organizing!in!a!new!transnational!space.!The!business!owner!and!those!at!the!trade!show!are!unable!to!connect!with!possible!partners!because!the!actions!of!the!Chinese!do!not!fit!into!the!ways!of!doing!business!to!which!they!are!accustomed.!As!such,!their!appraisals!of!the!future!for!Sino8Brazilian!relations!point!towards!a!frustrating!and!difficult!road!ahead!for!all!involved.!!!
The$Reluctants$! The!second!group!in!the!typology!consists!of!firms!doing!business!with!China!out!of!pure!necessity!even!if!they!would!prefer!not!to!do!so.!Firm!D!cited!primarily!economic!reasons!for!wanting!to!reduce!the!firm’s!dependence!on!sales!into!China,!which!at!that!time!accounted!for!20%!of!the!firm’s!sales!worldwide,!“A!China!depois!da!crise!está!entrando!em!uma!briga!de!preço!que!a!gente!não!quer!entrar.!A!gente!leva!em!consideração!contrato,!e!para!o!nosso!negócio,!o!relacionamento!de!longo!prazo!e!a!gente!não!consegue!enxergar!isso!lá.”!!!!!“After!the!crisis,!China!is!beginning!a!price!war!that!we!do!not!want!to!enter.!We!take!into!consideration!contracts,!and!for!our!business,!long8term!relationships,!and!we!have!been!unable!to!see!that!there.”!! ! 8 Sales!Manager,!Firm!D!! In!Firm!P,!I!spoke!with!an!electronics!engineer!working!as!an!IT!consultant!who!was!responsible!for!the!design!and!support!of!projects!that!involved!Chinese!suppliers!as!they!have!the!lowest!cost!products.!!He!had!already!been!sent!to!China!several!times!for!technical!training!so!that!he!could!provide!after!sales!services!to!
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customers!in!Brazil!who!had!chosen!products!made!by!the!Chinese!manufacturer.!When!I!asked!about!the!nature!of!their!collaboration,!he!retorted,!‘Quando!eu!fui!pra!China,!eles!não!queriam!me!mostrar!nada…como!se!tivessem!medo!do!que!a!gente!iria!ver!ou!aprender!algo!…pura!desconfiança.’!!‘When!I!went!to!China,!they!did!not!want!to!show!me!anything…it!was!as!if!they!feared!we!would!see!something!or!learn!something…pure!distrust.’!! 8 Engineer,!Firm!P!!! He!was!upset!that!the!Chinese!were!not!only!preventing!him!from!acquiring!the!knowledge!he!needed!to!do!his!job!properly,!but!also!that!they!were!not!fulfilling!his!norms!of!what!support!partners!should!be!willing!to!provide.!Furthermore,!there!was!a!sense!of!personal!insult!as!well!because!of!the!way!he!was!treated!on!site.!!The!different!expectations!of!what!a!host!firm!should!do!with!visitors!from!a!partner!firm!clearly!became!a!source!of!conflict.!!He!commented!that!when!the!Chinese!come!to!Brazil!he!does!everything!he!can!to!make!them!feel!welcome!and!would!not!openly!deny!them!access!to!what!they!needed!to!see!to!expand!their!business!together.!!Firm!K!has!been!active!in!the!Brazilian!market!for!decades.!Its!ownership!has!changed!several!times,!but!for!the!most!part,!the!firm’s!headquarters!have!been!in!Europe.!As!the!Brazilian!operation!is!one!of!the!largest!and!oldest!subsidiaries,!it!has!enjoyed!a!certain!degree!of!autonomy!for!many!years.!The!firm!is!a!worldwide!player!in!the!metallurgical!industry,!selling!and!building!capital8intensive!equipment!with!any!given!sale!taking!about!3!years!with!an!average!price!around!USD!300!million.!Since!the!economic!slowdown!in!the!wake!of!the!2008!financial!
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! Firm!H!is!a!new!Brazilian!start!up!that!wants!to!buy!and!sell!large!furnaces!and!other!heavy!industrial!equipment!typically!used!in!waste!disposal.!Like!other!foreign!entrants!before!them!who!have!gone!to!China,!the!lack!of!local!connections!soon!became!problematic.!The!firm!hired!a!local!manager!who!they!liked,!taken!away!from!a!former!supplier!in!Hong!Kong,!because!this!manager!had!the!necessary!political!ties!to!close!deals.!When!I!initially!asked!about!opening!an!office!in!China,!one!of!the!partners!explained,!“Se!nós!não!tivermos!um!escritório!lá,!não!vai!acontecer!nada.!Nada.!Como!vou!usar!esse!escritório!na!China?!!Já!estamos!na!China,!já!com!um!escritório!virtual...Já!está!assim...!próxima!ideia,!começamos!a!vender,!começamos!a!ver...importamos!em!2!anos,!1!trator.!Nem!trator!era.!Era!uma!injetora!de!concreto.!Não!fizemos!nada.!Sabe!o!que!é!nada?!Nada.!Só!contato.!Passagem!de!avião!pra’!lá,!pra’!cá!em!contato,!contato,!contato.!!“If!we!don’t!have!an!office!there,!nothing!will!happen.!Nothing.!How!am!I!going!to!use!this!office!in!China?!We!are!already!in!China,!already!with!a!virtual!office.!That’s!how!it!is.!Next!idea,!we!are!going!to!start!selling,!start!looking!around…in!two!years!we!imported!just!one!tractor.!It!was!not!even!a!tractor.!It!was!a!concrete!injector.!We!did!not!do!anything.!You!know!what!nothing!is?!Nothing.!Just!contacts.!Airline!tickets!here!and!there!for!contacts,!contacts,!contacts.”!! 8 Owner,!Firm!H!! ! ! ! !!!!! !! At!the!time!of!the!interview,!the!company!had!been!pursuing!trade!with!China!for!about!three!years.!!Despite!considerable!enthusiasm!for!the!possibilities,!the!participant!admitted!that!much!time!and!money!had!been!wasted!on!the!efforts!due!ignorance!of!how!the!system!in!China!worked!and!the!necessity!of!local!support.!Registering!a!company!in!China!–!even!if!it!is!just!a!phone!line,!one!employee!and!a!rudimentary!web!site!–!had!already!generated!more!business!in!six!months!than!in!the!previous!two!years!without!such!a!presence.!!
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Resistors$ (Im)possibility! Difficult! N/A! Difficult!
Reluctants$ Threat! Reactionary! Coping!!! Pessimistic!
Pragmatists$ Necessity! Organic! Bridging!!! Realistic!
Entrepreneurs$ Opportunity! Adventure! Adapting/Growing! Optimistic!!! ! Each!of!these!four!groups!has!a!very!different!interpretation!of!what!China!represents!for!Brazil.!The!resistors!pass!between!possibility!and!impossibility!as!they!fail!to!make!connections!with!potential!partners.!Those!who!don’t!really!want!to!do!business!with!China!tend!to!frame!China!mainly!as!a!threat!they!must!face.!The!large!firms!take!a!pragmatic!view!of!China!as!one!more!place!they!might!do!business.!Finally,!the!entrepreneurs!approach!China!with!enthusiasm!creating!organizations!that!aim!to!take!advantage!of!the!booming!mainland!market.!!! ! Their!relationships!with!Chinese!companies!vary!in!part!as!a!result!of!these!interpretations.!!Some!of!the!participants!spoke!of!doing!business!with!the!Chinese!as!difficult!due!to!low!levels!of!cooperation,!problems!during!individual!transactions,!or!broken!agreements.!The!pragmatics!did!what!was!required!to!get!
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the!job!done!and!did!not!report!more!difficulty!than!for!other!partnerships.!The!entrepreneurs,!on!the!other!hand,!talk!enthusiastically!about!what!they!have!overcome!in!establishing!their!commercial!enterprises.!!! ! A!large!variety!of!organizational!outcomes!appear!in!these!accounts.!Those!who!espouse!a!more!negative!view!of!China!frame!the!changes!they!had!to!make!as!a!method!to!cope!with!the!problems!they!face.!The!pragmatists,!often!enjoying!large!resource!bases,!take!steps!to!mitigate!possible!problems!by!employing!bridging!techniques!they!have!likely!used!in!other!contexts.!Finally,!the!entrepreneurs!have!viewed!the!creation!and!changing!structures!of!their!organizations!as!a!natural!part!of!doing!business!due!to!conditions!in!both!Brazil!and!China.!!! ! When!considering!the!future!of!the!BRICS,!these!four!groups!also!paint!starkly!different!images!of!what!might!happen!next.!The!Resistors!and!Reluctants!largely!believe!that!China!will!continue!to!threaten!their!operations!and!doubt!the!potential!for!long8term,!successful!relationships.!The!Pragmatists!express!a!more!realistic!view!that!China!is!simply!here!to!stay.!Finally,!the!Entrepreneurs,!buoyed!by!recent!success,!take!a!more!optimistic!view,!often!looking!forward!to!the!next!opportunity!that!will!come!their!way!as!they!grow!their!own!relationships!in!Asia.!!
New$Organizing$! ! A!point!of!departure!at!the!outset!of!the!project!was!how!new!relationships!are!emerging!on!the!ground.!!The!first!way!this!occurred!in!the!organizations!interviewed!reflects!methods!for!starting!businesses!long!accepted!in!Brazilian!capitalism.!Entrepreneurs!used!interpersonal!connections,!such!as!family!friends!or!former!coworkers,!to!get!the!process!started.!As!described!above,!Firm!E!was!able!to!
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begin!relations!through!an!ethnic!Chinese!friend!who!lived!down!the!street!and!still!had!family!on!the!mainland!who!facilitated!the!connection.!! ! ! !! As!another!example,!Firm!Q!had!worked!with!a!Chinese!company!during!his!employment!with!a!tool!supplier!in!São!Paulo!that!went!out!of!business.!Over!several!years!of!transactions,!he!had!gotten!to!know!one!woman!in!the!marketing!department!in!China!fairly!well.!Facing!unemployment,!he!contacted!her!and!asked!if!she!would!do!the!sourcing!for!him!if!he!decided!to!open!his!own!small!company!in!the!same!industry.!In!the!end,!she!agreed!and!they!have!run!a!successful!enterprise!for!about!five!years.!He!decides!what!he!needs!for!local!customers!and!sends!funds!with!which!she!finds!the!best!option!from!about!five!different!local!suppliers.!Ironically,!while!he!realizes!that!it!puts!him!in!a!vulnerable!position,!he!has!never!been!to!China!and!has!no!real!desire!to!go.!He!is!making!a!good!living!and!has!decided!to!trust!her!“to!do!the!right!thing”.!!! ! The!second!way!was!through!events!such!as!trade!shows!that!provide!formal!venues!for!potential!partners!to!meet!each!other.!This!is!also!not!a!new!method!for!meeting!partners!in!international!business,!however,!what!may!be!new!from!an!institutional!perspective!is!the!rise!of!organizations!such!as!Firm!F.!To!my!knowledge,!there!is!not!such!a!formalized!network!in!Brazil!that!facilitates!trade!development!in!such!a!comprehensive!fashion!with!Europe,!North!America,!or!other!countries!in!Latin!America.!One!could!argue!that!the!relatively!greater!institutional!distance!between!Brazil!and!China!as!compared!to,!for!example,!Brazil!and!Spain,!is!one!reason!for!this!innovation.!!!!
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Changing$Structures$! Assuming!a!partnership!forms,!the!next!question!focuses!our!attention!on!how!Sino8Brazilian!partnerships!choose!to!structure!and!govern!their!relationships.!Responses!to!the!challenge!of!governing!the!uncertainty!in!these!commercial!transactions!gravitated!towards!two!solutions.!First,!for!those!with!more!loosely!coupled!linkages,!partnerships!tend!to!rely!on!relatively!formal,!market8based!mechanisms.!The!second!method!employed!was!that!of!having!a!‘bridge’!to!manage!the!interactions!between!partners.!This!approach!might!involve!hiring!a!person!who!joins!the!organization,!or!a!third!party!that!works!to!mediate!relations!between!them.!Among!the!larger!organizations!I!interviewed,!the!corporations!had!hired!bicultural!individuals,!a!Brazilian!of!Chinese!descent!in!the!case!of!Firm!G,!who!were!placed!in!a!position!to!smooth!out!problems!between!partners.!!! Among!the!smaller!entities,!such!as!Firms!E!and!L,!the!shortcoming!of!the!first!solutions!was!that!the!market8based!mechanisms!often!failed.!As!such,!these!organizations!reported!hiring!agents!or!creating!internal!departments!to!deal!with!problems.!Firm!E,!hired!an!agent!–!actually!a!relative!of!the!family!friend!who!took!them!to!China!–!who!works!on!their!behalf!for!both!quality!control!and!bureaucratic!necessities.!Similarly,!Firm!K!created!an!entirely!new!department!devoted!to!the!surveillance!and!repair!of!quality!problems!in!parts!received!from!China.!These!structural!changes!result!from!a!lack!of!institutional!mechanisms!that!allow!for!the!enforcement!of!contract!obligations!in!the!two!societies.!!! These!structural!changes!result!in!shifting!the!geography!of!these!organizations.!!When!neither!contractual!nor!relational!governance!functions!
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efficiently!in!some!of!these!relationships,!Brazilian!organizations!have!had!to!expand!their!physical!presence!out!of!Brazil!to!create!footholds!in!China,!either!through!agents!or!their!own!offices,!to!function!as!a!buffer.!In!other!cases,!as!in!Firm!J,!this!expansion!has!been!to!gain!political!connections!in!China.!!Given!the!historical!tendencies!of!Latin!American!businesses!to!concentrate!on!economic!activities!within!their!own!country,!this!may!be!a!newer!experience!for!many!firms.!

























“I#believe#that#Chinese#economic#success#offers#this#example#of#how$to$transform$and$integrate$a$country,$dynamically,$in#a#process'of'globalization'of'the'international'economy,'with'benefits(to(the(whole(population.”!! 8 President!Luiz!Inácio!Lula!da!Silva,!Rio,!2003!! Additionally,!echoing!official!Chinese!government!labels2,!the!Brazilian!government!has!used!discourses!about!a!partnership!that!is!both!“natural”!and!“strategic”!to!legitimate!its!efforts.!As!such,!it!becomes!only!normal!that!trade!and!investment!should!grow!between!them.!For!instance,!President!Lula!touts!the!potential!advantages!of!a!“real”!Sino8Brazilian!partnership!in!his!opening!speech!during!his!first!visit!to!China!in!2003,!!“O#comércio#bilateral#praticamente#triplicou#nos#últimos#três#anos.#E#quero,'aqui,'lançar'um'desafio'ao'empresariado'brasileiro.'Uma'parceria'real,'que'multiplica'as'oportunidades'para#agregar#valor#aos#produtos(que(intercambiamos,(exige(disposição(de(realizar(investimentos)e)estabelecer)acordos)inovadores.)Não)pode)haver)maior&demonstração&dessa&confiança&do&que&a&inauguração,&ainda&este$ano,$da$primeira$fábrica$da$Embraer$fora$do$Brasil.”!!“Bilateral)commerce)has)practically)tripled)in)the)last)three)years.)And$I$want,$here,$to$launch$a$challenge$to$Brazilian$business.$A$real$partnership,+that+multiplies+the+opportunities+to+add+value+to+the+products)that)we)trade,)requires)willingness"to"invest"and"establish"new$innovative$agreements.$There$can$be$no$larger$example$of$this$confidence(than(the(inauguration,(yet(this(year,(of(the(first(Embraer(factory(outside(of(Brazil.”!! 8 President)Lula,)Beijing)2003!! This!narrative!has!continued!after!the!end!of!Lula’s!regime.!For!instance,!in!the!following!quote!from!President!Rousseff’s!speech!during!her!first!official!visit!to!Beijing!in!2011,!she!seeks!to!expand!on!this!existing!discourse!to!portray!China!not!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Since!1996,!Chinese!foreign!policy!has!revolved!around!the!establishment!of!“strategic!partnerships”!referring!to!long8term!state8to8state!relations!that!include!cooperation!on!economic,!political!and!security!concerns!(Goldstein,!2001).!
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just!as!a!commercial!opportunity!for!trade,!but!also!as!a!partner!that!will!improve!Brazil’s!development!in!other!economic!arenas,!!“Queremos)dar)um)salto)de)qualidade)nas)nossas)relações.)Além)de)parceiros)comerciais,)queremos)também)ser)parceiros)na)criação)de"oportunidades,de,investimento,em,negócios,,nos,serviços,e,na,inovação.)A)chave)dessa)parceria)é)a)reciprocidade)no)tratamento)dos)investimentos)de)lado)a)lado,)em)todas)as)áreas.)Investimentos)em)infraestrutura*e*logística*são*essenciais*para*aumentar*a*competitividade+e+produtividade+da+indústria+brasileira.+Nós+fizemos,+nós$estamos$fazendo$e$nós$continuaremos$fazendo$esses$investimentos$tão$necessarios.”!!“We$want$to$make$a$leap$in$the$quality$of$our$relations.$Beyond$commercial)partners,)we)also)want)to"be"partners"in"the"creation"of"investment(opportunities(in(business,(services(and(innovation.(The(key(to#this#partnership#is#reciprocity#in#the#treatment#of#investments#on#both%sides,%in%all%areas.%Investments%in%infrastructure%and%logistics%are%essential"to"increase"the"competitiveness"and"productivity"of"Brazilian"industry.*We*have*done*it,*we*are*doing*it*and*we*will*continue*to*make*these%investments%that%are%so%necessary.”!8 President)Rousseff,)Beijing)2011!!! Official!discourse!also!reflects!Brazil’s!national!strategic!interests!considering!both!the!challenges!of!globalization!and!its!ambitions!to!become!a!major!player!on!the!world!stage.!For!instance,!from!Brazil’s!most!important!business!daily,!!"Evitar!que!a!crise!contamine!nossos!mercados!e!provoque!consequências!que!não!desejamos!é!nosso!objetivo!principal.!Sabemos!que!esta!é!uma!crise!de!mercado!e!que!os!Estados!Unidos!e!a!União!Europeia!estão!com!seus!potenciais!comprometidos.!É!estratégico!construir!um!relacionamento!produtivo!com!a!China"!!“To!avoid!the!crisis!from!contaminating!our!markets!and!provoking!undesirable!consequences!is!our!main!objective.!We!know!that!there!is!a!market!crisis!in!the!United!States!and!the!European!Union!that!has!compromised!their!potential.!It!is!!strategic!to!build!a!productive!relationship!with!China.”!! 8 President!Rousseff,!Valor1Econômico,!June!2012!!!
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! These!quotes!are!all!examples!of!the!Brazilian!government!using!its!authority!to!provide!rationales!to!the!general!public,!normalizing!the!country’s!growing!relations!with!China.!The!new!partnership!is!good!for!the!Brazilian!economy!due!to!opportunities!for!growth!and!for!protection!from!the!economic!misdeeds!of!its!traditional!economic!partners!like!the!USA!and!Europe.!Moreover,!as!China!has!been!extremely!successful!since!it!began!implementing!economic!reforms!in!1978,!it!could!serve!as!a!model!to!solve!some!of!Brazil’s!own!development!challenges.!!! Echoing!the!complementarities!described!in!Chapter!2!between!Brazil’s!natural!resource!base!and!China’s!material!needs,!the!image!of!a!“natural!fit”!also!seeks!to!legitimate!growing!trade!relations.!This!quote,!from!an!investment!bank!executive,!featured!in!Brazil’s!largest!newspaper,!A1Folha1de1São1Paulo,!demonstrates!how!this!idea!has!taken!root!in!making!sense!of!China’s!interests,!here!seen!as!a!logical!conclusion!to!obtaining!the!resources!required!for!continued!development:!“O!governo!chinês!e!a!elite!econômica!sabe!muito!bem!os!limites!dos!seus!recursos!naturais.!O!fornecimento!de!materais!primas!do!Brasil!é!uma!visão!a!longo!prazo.!Se!nao!fosse!assim,!eles!não!estariam!aqui!investindo!em!infraestrutura.!!“The!Chinese!government!and!economic!elite!know!very!well!the!limits!of!their!natural!resources.!The!supply!of!raw!materials!from!Brazil!is!a!long8term!vision.!If!it!were!not!so,!they!would!not!be!investing!here!in!infrastructure”!!! 8 Felipe!Hsieh,!Banco!Santander,!May!2011!!! The!discourse!of!strategic!and!natural!fit!was!also!echoed!among!some!of!my!study!participants.!!For!example,!one!reason!given!was!that!China!has!an!industrial!base!much!larger!than!Brazil’s!and!so!it!is!logical!to!move!production!there.!!
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“Na!China!teria!suficiente!capacidade!de!produzir!de!um!mês!a!dois!meses!seguintes,!possivelmente!a!capacidade!de!produção!de!20,!40,!50!milhões!de!peças,!você!não!produz!50!milhões!de!peças!em!dois!meses,!você!não!consegue!criar!essa!estrutura.”!!“In!China!there!would!be!sufficient!capacity!to!produce!in!a!month!or!two!months!later,!possibly!the!capacity!to!produce!20,!40,!50!million!pieces,!you!don’t!produce!50!million!pieces!in!two!months,!you!cannot!create!this!infrastructure.”! 8 Manager,!Firm!M!Despite!possible!hyperbole!in!the!quantities!cited,!the!choice!to!partner!with!a!Chinese!supplier!is!completely!rational,!and!not!just!on!the!base!of!price.!Rather!the!effort!required!to!do!the!work!locally!would!be!nearly!impossible!and!using!China!just!means!doing!what!the!rest!of!the!world!does.!! In!contrast,!while!the!underlying!rationale!is!not!in!dispute,!the!tone!of!Firm!H!owner’s!response!questions!the!solely!benign!or!beneficial!aspects!promoted!by!the!government,!!!“Porque!os!chineses!estão!no!Brasil?!É!facil!explicar!–!temos!tudo!do!que!eles!precisam.”!!“Why!are!the!Chinese!in!Brazil?!It’s!easy!to!explain!–!we!have!everything!they!need.”!! 8 Owner,!Firm!H!!! There!is!also!a!counter!discourse!in!the!media!that!disputes!the!straightforward,!beneficial!alignment!of!the!countries’!mutual!interests!as!well!as!their!supposed!similarities.!In!this!quote,!an!economics!professor!calls!the!idea!of!a!natural!fit!into!question!in!Brazil’s!largest!weekly!news!magazine,!“Eles!podem!ser!aliados!no!sentido!de!que!devem!buscar!reduzir!a!influência!dos!países!ricos!sobre!as!instituições!e!os!acordos!internacionais.!Por!outro!lado,!concordo!que!seus!interesses,!seus!sistemas!políticos!e!suas!economias!são!radicalmente!diferentes.!Por!isso,!é!difícil!ver!muitas!possibilidades!de!acordo.!Ainda!que!alianças!não!venham!naturalmente,!Brasília!e!Pequim!deveriam!buscá8las”.!
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!“They!may!be!allies!in!that!they!should!look!to!reduce!the!influence!of!rich!countries!on!international!institutions!and!agreements.!On!the!other!hand,!I!agree!that!their!interests,!political!systems!and!economies!are!radically!different.!As!such,!it!is!difficult!to!see!many!possibilities!for!agreement.!Even!if!these!alliances!do!not!come!naturally,!Brasilia!and!Beijing!should!still!search!for!them”.!! 8 Michael!Pettis,!Veja,1January!2012!!!! Here!the!professor!calls!into!question!the!strategic!fit!as!something!that!will!come!naturally!due!to!the!radical!differences!between!the!socio8economic!conditions!of!Brazil!and!China!that!were!mentioned!in!the!introduction.!While!some!strategic!interests!may!unite!them!on!the!world!stage,!such!as!seeking!a!more!multipolar!world,!it!is!far!from!a!foregone!conclusion!that!the!two!countries!will!become!valuable!partners!without!considerable!effort!on!the!part!of!both!governments.!This!caveat!is!largely!absent!from!official!discourses.!
Invoking$a$Colonial$Past$! As!noted!in!Chapter!2,!Brazilians!may!espouse!a!view!of!their!place!in!the!world,!and!that!of!China,!through!the!lens!of!the!country’s!colonial!past.!This!history!is!part!of!the!local!context!that!Brazilians!carry!with!them!into!the!new!transnational!space!as!part!of!their!sensemaking.!The!collective!consciousness!of!this!colonial!past,!combined!with!narratives!of!Brazil’s!destiny!to!be!a!regional!if!not!world!power,!result!in!a!sensitivity!to!what!is!perceived!as!unequal!power!relations!in!bilateral!relationships.!Given!the!prominence!of!raw!materials!and!commodities!among!Brazil’s!exports!to!China,!those!who!are!engaged!in!later!stages!of!the!manufacturing!value!chain!assert!that!the!‘strategic!partner’!does!little!to!help!Brazil!
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other!than!relegate!it!to!a!colonial!status!once!again.!!This!quote!from!a!prominent!journalist!illustrates!this!point,!!“É!muito!mais!uma!relação!colonial,!o!que!causa!tremendo!incômodo!à!indústria!brasileira,!até!porque!63%!dos!exportadores!queixam8se!à!CNI!(Confederação!Nacional!da!Indústria)!de!prejuízos!com!a!concorrência!chinesa.”!! “It!is!much!more!a!colonial!relationship,!which!is!causing!tremendous!discomfort!to!Brazilian!industry,!and!is!the!reason!that!up!to!63%!of!exporters!complain!to!the!National!Industrial!Confederation!(CNI)!about!damanges!!due!to!Chinese!competition.”!! 8 Clóvis!Rossi,!Folha1de1São1Paulo,1April!2013!!! Critics!of!allowing!the!Chinese!too!much!space!in!the!Brazilian!economy!mobilize!arguments!relating!to!the!relative!power!difference!and!dependency!that!colonialism!implies.!For!example,!when!asked!about!the!partnership!between!the!two!countries,!one!of!the!study!participants!simply!stated,!! ! “Olha!bem!!A!China!pode!acabar!com!o!Brasil!quando!quiser.!A!gente!!! ! precisa!muito!mais!deles!do!que!eles!precisam!da!gente.”!! “Let’s!face!it!!China!can!end!Brazil!whenever!it!wants.!We!need!them!much!more!than!they!need!us.”! 8 Engineer,!Firm!P!!! These!statements!appeal!to!the!popular!image!that!Brazil!has!left!behind!its!status!as!a!poor,!developing!nation!and!has!made!progress!towards!becoming!a!prominent!member!of!the!global!economy.!Cultivating!partnerships!that!undermine!such!progress!is!undesirable.!Sensitive!to!possible!repercussions!from!these!images!hurting!Sino8Brazilian!relations,!representatives!of!the!Chinese!government!have!made!public!statements!that!aim!to!counter!such!discourses.!For!example,!the!
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following!quote!from!a!speech!given!by!the!Chinese!Ambassador!to!Brazil!in!which!the!issue!of!dependency!is!explicitly!addressed:!“And!most!importantly,!Brazil!is!a!friend,!a!partner!for!China.!For!those!who!fear!Chinese!growth,!Brazil!will!never!be!dependent!on!China.!In!the!future!the!relations!between!our!countries!will!strengthen,!will!grow,!bringing!benefits!to!both.”!! 8 Qiu!Xioaqi,!PRC!Ambassador!to!Brazil,!March!2011!!! In!this!case!the!statement!of!the!Chinese!official!mirrors!the!themes!of!partnership,!growth,!and!friendship!between!nations!contained!in!official!Brazilian!government!outlets.!He!directly!argues!against!any!notions!of!dependency,!thereby!characterizing!Chinese!action!as!distinct!from!past!outside!powers,!and!instead!focuses!on!shared!growth!from!which!all!parties!will!benefit.!It!may!be!worth!noting,!however,!that!at!no!time!in!the!original!text!does!he!address!any!claims!that!China!is!harming!the!Brazilian!economy,!but!rather!his!speech!remains!at!the!level!of!general!pleasantries.!
On$the$Nature$of$Competition$! Another!discourse,!which!generally!seeks!to!delegitimize!the!growing!commercial!relations!between!the!two!countries,!is!that!of!unfair!competition!and!uncooperative!relations.!!Such!claims!are!not!necessarily!unique!to!Brazil,!yet!form!an!important!point!–!in!particular!among!older,!established!businesses!–!to!counter!the!claims!of!friendship!and!shared!prosperity!that!the!governments!promote!in!public!discourse.!William!Waack,!a!journalist!who!hosts!Painel,!a!weekly!economic!news!magazine!on!national!television,!posed!this!question!to!guests!about!competing!with!China,!
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“Eles!não!só!entram!aqui!com!uma!tremenda!de!uma!agressividade,!como!eles!também!são!capazes!muito!bem!de!dirigir!direitinho!o!que!pode!ou!que!não!pode!lá.!Ou!seja,!como!é!que!vamos!competitir!com!alguém!que!aqui!faz!o!que!quer!não!nos!deixa!lá!fazer!o!que!gostariamos?”!!“They!do!not!just!come!here!with!tremendous!aggressiveness,!but!they!are!also!very!able!to!decide!what!can!or!cannot!be!done!there.!That!is!to!say,!how!are!we!going!to!compete!with!someone!who!does!whatever!he!wants!!here!but!does!not!let!us!do!what!we!would!like!there?’!! 8 William!Waack,!April!2011!!This!discourse!of!unequal!treatment!calls!into!question!the!discourses!of!cooperation.!On!the!one!hand,!people!believe!China!can!pursue!whatever!projects!it!wants!in!Brazil,!while!on!the!other!there!have!been!widely!discussed!cases!of!Brazilian!firms!experiencing!great!difficulties!getting!official!permission!to!conduct!their!affairs!in!China!as!they!wish.!One!prominent!case!was!China’s!insistence!that!Embraer!cease!importing!to!China!certain!aircraft!models!from!Brazil!so!that!all!planes!sold!in!China!would!be!made!in!China!at!the!joint!venture!facility!in!Harbin!(Landim!&!Barbosa,!2009).!!The!disagreement!led!this!facility!to!close!for!over!a!year,!and!Embraer!even!considered!abandoning!the!Chinese!market!altogether.!!! In!some!cases,!practices!characterized!as!unfair!are!the!result!of!differences!the!political!economy!of!the!two!countries.!A!common!complaint!is!the!tight!relationship!between!firms!and!lending!banks!in!China,!which!does!not!exist!to!the!same!degree!in!Brazil.!In!the!eyes!of!those!competing!with!Chinese!manufacturers,!the!cooperation!–!or!even!co8ownership!–!between!banks!and!firms!is!seen!as!a!way!that!Chinese!companies!cheat!when!they!enter!the!Brazilian!marketplace.!As!explained!by!one!of!the!study!participants,!
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“Não!é!justo.!As!empresas!são!ligadas!aos!bancos!pelo!estado,!o!que!eles!podem!usar!para!oferecer!aos!clients!parcelamento!em!12!a!36!meses.!!It!is!just!not!fair.!The!companies!are!connected!to!banks!through!the!state!that!they!can!use!to!gain!an!advantage!by!dividing!payments!over!12!to!36!months.”!! 8 Sales!Manager,!Firm!N!!Given!the!high!interest!rates!that!Brazilians!face,!the!fact!that!the!Chinese!competitor!is!allowed!to!leverage!financial!entities!outside!the!Brazilian!banking!system!is!seen!as!cheating!the!system.!This!moral1appeal!is!heard!not!only!in!attempts!to!discredit!China,!but!also!in!arguments!for!more!Brazilian!government!assistance!to!firms.!Owners!of!companies!like!Firm!N!would!like!the!government!to!take!measures!to!provide!them!with!a!level!playing!field.!The!sentiment!that!the!state!should!intervene!in!favor!of!local!industry!was!echoed!by!other!study!participants,!for!example,!!“A!China!é!muito!agressiva,!muita!gente,!muito!dinheiro.!O!governo!brasileiro!deixa,!mas!deve!frear,!deve!colocar!um!pouco!de!barreira.”!!!!“China!is!very!aggressive,!a!lot!of!people,!a!lot!of!money.!The!Brazilian!government!just!allows!it,!but!it!should!apply!the!brakes,!it!should!put!in!place!some!barriers.”!! 8 Buyer,!Firm!K!! !! Another!participant!interviewed!was!actively!looking!to!reduce!its!participation!in!the!Chinese!market!due!to!these!competitive!imbalances.!Ten!years!ago!the!company!exported!about!40%!of!its!output!to!China!but!is!now!looking!to!get!down!to!10%.!The!managers!no!longer!consider!China!to!be!a!strategic!market!
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not!because!of!its!market!potential!but!rather!because!of!the!manipulation!of!the!market!by!the!central!government!reduces!the!attractiveness!of!deals!there.!!!‘O!governo!chinês!tem!as!mãos!em!tudo.!Neste!momento!estamos!buscando!diversificar!da!China.!O!mercado!não!é!confiável,!e!pelos!subsídios,!os!preços!são!baixos!demais.”!!‘The!Chinese!government!has!its!hands!in!everything.!At!this!point!we!are!looking!to!diversify!away!from!China.!The!market!is!unreliable!and!due!to!subsidies,!the!prices!are!too!low.’!!! 8 Export!Manager,!Firm!D!! The!issue!of!unfair!competition!is!not!just!an!issue!of!government!intervention,!but!also!plays!out!within!interfirm!relationships.!One!business!owner!participating!in!the!study!reacted!with!complete!incredulity!when!I!made!reference!to!his!Chinese!“partners”,!! ! ‘Sócio!chinês?!!Imagine!!Quantos!fornecedores!hoje!são!concorrentes?’!! ! ‘Chinese!partner?!!Imagine![implies!doubt!or!unlikelihood]!How!many!! ! suppliers!are!competitors!today?’! 8 Business!Owner,!Firm!Q!!Theses!are!moral1arguments!about!the!rules!that!one!should!follow.!The!desirability!of!China!as!a!commercial!partner!is!questioned!because!the!Chinese!work!outside!of!the!system,!have!the!backing!of!their!state!which!interferes!with!normal!market!dynamics,!and!are!not!considered!reliable!partners!because!they!will!enter!the!market!to!compete!with!you!regardless!of!any!standing!agreements.!!! Further,!despite!the!positive!tone!with!which!the!state!discusses!relations!with!China,!there!are!still!hints!in!official!discourse!that!there!is!also!some!room!for!improvement.!For!example,!the!following!statement!by!President!Rousseff!reflecting!the!concerns!cited!above!that!Brazil!may!remain!forever!stuck!as!a!world!supplier!of!primary!commodities:!
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Brasil,!or!the!Brazil!Cost!that!everyone!who!wishes!to!do!business!in!the!country!faces.!Despite!any!government!rhetoric!to!the!contrary,!the!perception!among!entrepreneurs!is!that!Brazil!is!not!a!place!where!one!could!easily!manufacture!to!compete!with!Chinese!suppliers.!For!example,!after!hearing!a!participant!from!Firm!E!talk!about!problems!with!contract!terms,!product!quality,!and!long!lead!times!from!her!Chinese!suppliers,!I!asked,! ! !! ! “Você!não!poderia!fabricar!os!mesmos!itens!no!Brasil?!! ! “Couldn’t*you*make*the*same*items*in*Brazil?”!!To#which#she#quickly#replied,!!
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“Não!&Os&custos&são&muito&altos…&a&produção&nacional&não&pode&competir)com)os)importados…a)burocracia)para)abrir)uma)empresa…as(taxas(para(manter"empregados…corrupção"alta."A"China&é&um&grande&fornecedor&ao&mundo&inteiro,&não&só&para&o&Brasil.”!“No!%The%costs%are%very%high…national%production%has%not%been%able%to%compete%with%imports…the%bureaucracy%to%open%a%business…the*taxes*to*have*employees…high$corruption.$China$is#a#big#supplier#to#the#whole#world,#not#just#for#Brazil.”!8 Owner,'Firm'E!!! In!effect,!it!is!easier!to!solve!the!problems!involved!with!importing!from!China!than!it!is!to!cope!with!the!challenges!of!doing!business!in!Brazil.!!Local!exporters!working!with!China!have!also!experienced!problems.!In!April!2013,!the!press!reported!that!the!infrastructure!that!connects!the!soy!growing!regions!of!the!interior!to!the!Port!of!Santos!–!the!main!sea!terminal!for!São!Paulo!–!collapsed.!Given!the!record!harvest!of!over!83!million!tons!destined!for!export!to!China,!the!line!of!trucks!waiting!to!get!to!the!port!terminal!stretched!over!twenty!miles.!As!no!one!has!built!warehouse!facilities!to!deal!with!this!situation,!the!trucks!were!stopped!for!days!waiting!for!empty!ships.!Chinese!buyers!at!the!time!of!the!story!had!already!canceled!orders!for!600,000!tons!due!to!the!unacceptable!delays!and!inefficiencies.!! Meanwhile,!the!Chinese!who!have!come!to!run!businesses!in!Brazil!also!struggle!with!the!bureaucratic!weight!of!the!system.!The!owner!of!Firm!Q!characterized!these!new!immigrants,!as!people!who!come!to!“morar!seis!num!quarto/live!six!to!a!room”,!in!conditions!deemed!unacceptable.!These!immigrants!are!seen!as!causing!problems!for!local!firms,!as!he!described,!
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‘Não%entendem%8!e"não"querem"entender"nem"cumprir"8!com$o$sistema$brasileiro.*Tem*quem*jå*quebraram*cabeças*e*estão*por*voltar…só*vêm*para$tentar$montar$mecanismos$ou$dar$jeitos,$saiam$mais$baratos$por$não$seguerem$as$leis$do$país.$Têm$clients$que$arriscaram$com$eles$e$outros&que&compram&com&a&gente&e&saiam&pagando&um&pouco&mais&para$saber$que$a$coisa$está$bem$feita.”!!They%don’t%understand%–!and$don't$want$to$understand$or$obey$–!the$Brazilian(system.(There(are(some(who(have(already(tried(to"solve"the"puzzle&and&are&ready&to&go&back&[to&China]…they&just&come&here&to&set&up#tricks#or#ways#to#go#around,#they#end#up#being#cheaper#because#they%don’t%follow%the%laws%of%the%country.%There%are%clients,%who%have%risked'doing'business'with'them'and'others,'who'buy'from'us'and'pay'a"little"more"to"know"that"the"product"is"well"made."!8 Owner,'Firm'Q!! ! ! !He!went!on!to!describe!the!level!of!criminality!and!smuggling!currently!taking!place!in!Santos.!Perceived!as!frustrated!–!or!even!bewildered!–!by!Brazilian!bureaucracy!and!lacking!other!mechanisms!to!engage!in!business,!the!Chinese!have!set!up!illegal!shops!to!sell!goods!they!may!import!legally!or!illegally!into!the!country.!The!media!has!been!regularly!reporting!on!seizures!of!contraband!goods!from!China,!including!instances!in!Recife,!Rio!de!Janeiro,!São!Paulo!and!the!borders!with!Bolivia!and!Paraguay,!whose!estimated!annual!total!value!approaches!USD!50!billion!(Xavier!Beirão,!2012).!!!On!the!other!hand,!among!the!Brazilians!who!were!actually!doing!business!directly!in!China,!they!often!spoke!more!admirably!about!what!the!Chinese!could!teach!Brazil.!As!one!interviewee!joked,!!! ! “O!chinês!que!está!na!praia!tá!lá!pra!vender”!! ! “A!Chinese!person!on!the!beach!is!there!to!sell!something”!! 8 Manager,!Firm!I!!!
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! While!Brazilian!may!be!unaccustomed!to!a!“make!money!at!any!cost”!obsession!that!they!perceive!among!some!Chinese,!or!to!living!in!unacceptable!conditions!for!frugality’s!sake,!those!who!worked!with!the!Chinese!found!that!hard!work!was!something!many!Brazilians!could!learn!from!their!new!partners.!This!stands!in!contrast!to!the!stereotypical!image!of!the!Brazilian!who!works!to!live!rather!than!living!to!work.!The!participant!from!Firm!I!suggested!that!there!must!be!a!middle!ground!that!would!temper!Brazilian!joie!de!vivre!with!Chinese!hard!work,!pragmatism!and!frugality.!!! Practicality!is!another!area!where!interviewees!thought!they!could!improve!when!they!compared!the!Chinese!approach!to!business!to!what!they!saw!as!less!effective!Brazilian!management!styles.!The!participant!from!Firm!H!thought!that!Brazilians!focus!too!much!on!trying!to!make!very!high!margins!when!they!might!be!better!off!copying!the!Chinese!strategy!of!selling!large!quantities!at!more!reasonable!prices,!
“Na!China!tem!um!negócio!super!interessante.!Eles!ganham!centavos,!só!que!eles!ganham!1!milhão!de!centavos.!A!coisa!é!assim.!Aqui!não.!Você!vende!um!copo!por!10,!quer!ganhar...!quer!vender!por!30,!quer!ganhar!o!dobro!em!1!copo.!Lá!não.!Eles!querem!ganhar!2!reais!aqui!em!cada!copo,!mas!querem!vender!mil.!É!diferente.!Essa!é!a!diferença!entre!nós!e!os!chineses.”!!!‘In$China$there$is$very$interesting$way$of$doing$business.$They$earn$cents,'but'they'earn'a'million'cents.'That’s'how'it'is.'Not'here.'You'sell'a"cup"for"10,"and"want"to"earn...you#want#to#sell#it#for#30#to#earn#double'with'one'cup.'Not'there.'There'want'to'earn'2'reais'in'each'cup,'but$they$want$to$sell$a$thousand.$It’s$different.$This$is$the$difference$between&the&Chinese&and&us.&! 8 Entrepreneur,)Firm)H!! !
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Strategy$ Legitimizing$ Delegitimizing$Normalization! Brazil!and!China!are!similar![NSF]!China’s!material!needs![NSF]! Brazil!and!China!are!dissimilar![NSF]!Authorization! Government!Officials!Corporate!Statements![NC]! Academics!and!Journalists!as!Media!Experts![CP,!NC]!Rationalization! China's!Economic!Success!China’s!Material!Needs![NSF]!Benefits!to!both!countries! China!wants!to!exploit!Brazil's!natural!resources![CP]!Harm!to!Brazilian!industry![NC]!Moralization! Empowering!the!lower!classes![CB]! Colonialism![CP]!Unfair!competition![NC]!Narrativization! Stories!of!hard!working!Chinese!with!more!effective!business!practices![CB]! Chinese!immigrants!and!partners!who!break!the!rules!and!circumvent!the!system![CB]!
Key:!Natural!and!Strategic!Fit:!NSF!Colonial!Past:!CP!Nature!of!Competition:!NC!Custo!Brasil:!CB$!
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Theoretical$Implications$! I!begin!by!reflecting!on!the!theorizing!in!the!varieties!of!capitalism!and!national!business!systems!literatures!in!light!of!the!transnational!space!I!highlighted!during!this!research.!The!original!studies!in!comparative!capitalism!typically!viewed!institutional!configurations!as!relatively!stable!and!uniformly!dispersed!within!the!territory!of!individual!nation8states.!A!variety!of!authors,!e.g.,!Crouch,!2005;!Djelic!&!Quack!2010,!have!recently!called!for!scholars!in!these!traditions!to!pay!attention!to!the!tacit!assumptions!of!national!scale,!assumed!stability,!and!actor!agency!in!institutional!approaches!to!studying!the!global!economy.!!! In!taking!a!transnational!perspective,!I!highlight!the!limitations!of!the!implied,!clean!separation!between!national!contexts.!!Calling!attention!to!the!point!of!encounter!between!members!of!different!societies,!here!Brazil!and!China,!we!can!see!that!different!varieties!of!capitalism!are!also!coming!to!contact!through!the!organizing!traditions!that!developed!in!them.!While!my!fieldwork!took!place!only!in!Brazil,!practices!of!Chinese!capitalism!influenced!the!business!arrangements!of!the!firms!I!studied.!!! Whitley!(1998)!asserts!that!national!business!systems!tend!to!persist!and!resist!change.!!The!view!from!the!ground!in!the!case!of!Sino8Brazilian!trade!demonstrates!that,!despite!being!the!top!player!in!the!economy,!China!has!thus!far!
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had!little!impact!on!Brazil’s!wider!institutional!environment.!Arrangements!such!as!
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